Water-soluble quantum dots (qdots) are now being used in life sciences research to take advantage of their bright, easily excited fluorescence and high photostability. Although the frequent erratic blinking and substantial dark (never radiant) fractions that occur in all available qdots may interfere with many applications, these properties of individual particles in biological environments had not been fully evaluated. By labeling Qdot-streptavidin with organic dyes, we were able to distinguish individual dark and bright qdots and to observe blinking events as qdots freely diffused in aqueous solution. Bright fractions were measured by confocal fluorescence coincidence analysis (CFCA) and two-photon cross-correlation fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS). The observed bright fractions of various preparations were proportional to the ensemble quantum yields (QYs), but the intrinsic brightness of individual qdots was found to be constant across samples with different QYs but the same emission wavelengths. Increasing qdots' illuminated dwell time by 10-fold during FCS did not change the fraction of apparently dark qdots but did increase the detected fraction of blinking qdots, suggesting that the dark population does not arise from millisecond blinking. Combining CFCA with wide-field imaging of arrays of qdots localized in dilute agarose gel, the blinking of qdots was measured across five orders of magnitude in time: Ϸ0.001-100 s. This research characterizes photophysical pathologies of qdots in biologically relevant environments rather than adhered on dielectric surfaces and describes methods that are useful for studying various bioapplicable nanoparticles.
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nanoparticles ͉ fluorescence ͉ correlation ͉ spectroscopy ͉ imaging S emiconducting quantum dots (qdots) have been shown to possess several photophysical properties that are superior to those of organic fluorophores: high-absorption cross sections, excellent photostability, broad excitation spectra, and narrow emission spectra (1, 2) . Recent improvements in synthesis methods and protective coatings for water solubility make qdots promising fluorescent labels for certain life sciences research (3, 4) . Indeed, qdots have been used successfully in a variety of biological experiments, such as long-term multicolor imaging (5), single-particle tracking in live cells (6) , fluorescence in situ hybridization in human chromosomes (7), Xenopus embryo development imaging (8) , multiphoton imaging in live mice (9, 10) , cancer targeting and metastasis studies in vivo (11, 12) , FRET-based biosensors (13) , and multiplexed biocoding (14) .
Despite the advantages of qdots, many studies suggest considerable heterogeneity in their emission properties, including: blinking (i.e., fluorescence intermittency) (15) , nonradiant or dark dot populations (16) , emission spectrum variations (17) , and fluorescence lifetime fluctuations (18) . These attributes can limit the effectiveness of qdots for use as probes in biology. For example, in laser scanning microscopy and single-particle tracking, recording trajectories of individual qdots can be interrupted by blinking (6) . Correlations of qdots by optical and electron microscopy (6, 19) can be complicated by the fact that a substantial always dark fraction of qdots may be undetectable by optical microscopy. Characterization of these photophysical pathologies, as needed to optimize the biomedical applications of qdots, is the objective of this report.
Many previous studies on blinking of the bright fraction and on dark fractions have been based on measurements of individual qdots immobilized onto dielectric surfaces (such as glass coverslips) in the absence of an aqueous environment (15, 16, 20) . However, it has been shown that the surrounding and supporting environments can affect the emission properties of qdots, even with extensive coating and protection (21) (22) (23) . Because most biological studies are carried out in water, it is important to evaluate the emission behavior of freely diffusing qdots in solution (24) .
In this report, we describe the nonradiant (dark) fraction and blinking of Qdot-streptavidin (SAv) samples in solution. CdSe͞ ZnS qdots with water-soluble protective coatings and SAv ligands (Quantum Dot, Hayward, CA) were conjugated to biotin-linked organic dyes. The dyes were chosen to have spectrally distinct emission spectra but overlapping excitation spectra with qdots, thus allowing the dark qdots to be recognized and distinguished from fluorescent qdots (Fig. 1) .
By confocal fluorescence coincidence analysis (CFCA) and two-photon cross-correlation fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), we measured the properties of bright qdots and dark qdots as they diffused through a femtoliter optical focal volume. Fast blinking events and average dark fractions can be directly observed in solution. To measure slower blinking kinetics, we trapped individual qdots within cavities of agarose gel (25) . We found that the bright fraction determined from single-particle measurements correlates with the ensemble quantum yield (QY). We also found that longer observation times reveal greater numbers of blinking dots but not greater numbers of bright dots, suggesting that blinking and dark fraction may be uncoupled. We report photophysical properties of individual qdots, including probability distributions of blinking ''on''-times and ''off''-times, without immobilizing qdots to surfaces, which we find alters their fluorescence properties.
Materials and Methods
Detailed instrumentation and experimental methods are described in Supporting Materials and Methods, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site. To make qdot-dye conjugates, Qdot525-SAv (QY ϭ 0.57, Quantum Dot) was labeled with Alexa Fluor 594-biocytin (Molecular Probes) (Fig. 1) . Qdot655-SAv (QY ϭ 0.3 and 0.8) was obtained from Quantum Dot and was labeled with biotin-oligonucleotide (30-mer)-fluorescein (Operon Biotechnologies, Huntsville, AL) (Fig. 7 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). CFCA and wide-field single-dot imaging were performed on an IX-71 inverted microscope (Olympus, Melville, NY). In CFCA, fluorescence from Qdot525 and from Alexa Fluor 594 was collected and separated by a 595DCXR dichroic mirror and confocally detected by two avalanche photodiodes (PerkinElmer). The fluorescence intensity traces were recorded at bin width 50 s and subjected to coincidence analysis. Wide-field images of individual qdots localized in dilute agarose gel were recorded by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Andor Technology, Belfast, U.K.) with 50-ms exposure for sequences of up to 20 min. The instruments used in two-photon cross-correlation FCS were as described in ref. 9 . Excitation power was monitored and kept well below the qdots' saturation power level (9) . These qdots and dyes can both be excited at 900 nm by two-photon excitation; thus, the observation volume is the same for both f luorophores [critical for dual-color crosscorrelation FCS (26) ] and gives an accurate measure of bright fraction. Methods of fluorescence lifetime measurements are described in ref. 27 .
Results and Discussion
Dye Conjugation Does Not Affect Bright Fraction but Does Decrease Molecular Brightness. To prove the validity of our method, we first characterized the effects of dye conjugation on the qdots. FCS was used to measure bright dot concentration from average particle number inside the focal volume, molecular brightness [i.e., count rate per dot (CPD)], and the hydrodynamic radius for each sample from diffusion coefficients. CPD was measured with the same focal volume, illumination power, and detector system response (28) . Bright dot concentrations were found to be the same for both labeled and unlabeled qdot samples of the same total concentration (Fig. 2a) , demonstrating that the bright͞dark fractions were not affected by dye attachment within ϷϮ10%. At an extremely high dye labeling ratio of 50:1, CPD and fluorescent lifetime were both decreased 7-to 8-fold (Fig. 2) , suggesting quenching of qdot fluorescence by dye conjugation. This effect was alleviated by using low labeling ratios and by increasing linker length between qdots and dyes ( Fig. 2a and data not shown). Qdots have been reported to show resonance energy transfer with dyes acting as acceptors (13) . With increasing labeling ratios, we found that both qdot lifetime and effective Alexa Fluor 594 lifetime decreased ( Fig. 2b ) and did not find any evidence of fast amplitude transitions in the fluorescence decay curves of Alexa Fluor 594 (not shown). In summary, some quenching of the qdot fluorescence is observed by both the CPD and the lifetime, but the bright fraction does not change with labeling ratio. As expected, the hydrodynamic radius of Qdot525-Alexa Fluor 594 conjugates is Ϸ20 nm, slightly larger than that of unlabeled Qdot525-SAv (17 nm; Fig. 2a Inset).
By CFCA, Bright qdots Were Distinguished from Dark qdots, and
Blinking Events Were Detected. The bursts in the Alexa Fluor 594 fluorescence traces (Fig. 3) indicate diffusion of the Qdot525-SAv-Alexa Fluor 594 conjugate through the focal volume, whereas the bursts in the Qdot525 fluorescence traces indicate actual qdot fluorescence emission during the dwell time. Dark qdots were identified by the ''red-only'' bursts of Alexa Fluor 594 (Fig. 3a) ; bright qdots were identified by the ''coincident'' bursts and included both on qdots (Fig. 3b) and ''blinking'' qdots ( Fig.  3c Left), with the former remaining on during the entire dwell time and the latter showing on3off switching during dwell time. Off3on switching events were also found (not shown). About 10% of the bursts were ''green only'' (data not shown) and might be a few qdots not conjugated with functional SAv molecules. Burst widths were Ϸ1 ms, reflecting the dwell time of individual Qdot525-Alexa Fluor 594 conjugates inside the focal volume ( Fig. 3 a and b) . The distributions of the number of bursts relative to the number of photons in each burst are shown in the histogram for both red and green bursts in Fig. 3d . The number of ''green'' bursts (i.e., the integrated area under the green histogram) is about half that of the total number of bursts (i.e., the red bursts), indicating Ϸ50% bright qdots in this particular sample. The numbers of photons in a burst (i.e., the shape of the histograms) follow approximately the same distribution for both colors. Because blinking qdots were not distinguishable in this burst size histogram, we counted and categorized each individual burst recorded over a 60-s time trace and identified 410 bursts, with 44% as dark qdots and 56% as bright qdots (including on and a few blinking qdots; Table 1 ), consistent with expectations from Fig. 3d . Therefore, dye conjugation with coincidence detection does enable observation of otherwise unobservable dark qdots and shows considerable heterogeneity among the bulk qdot sample.
To test whether the dark qdots we observed were merely snapshots of blinking qdots in the off state, we performed CFCA in 36% glycerol solution, which has a viscosity 10-fold higher than water and slows down the diffusion of qdots to provide a longer observation time window. Burst widths were now reliably detectable up to Ϸ10 ms, and on3off3on cycles were noticed (Fig. 3c Right) . Among 665 bursts counted, 47% were identified as dark qdots, without significant difference from the dark fraction measured by CFCA in water (Table 1) . If a dark dot were merely in a transitory off state, one would expect that longer observation times would lead to a decreased dark fraction. However, the 10-fold increase in observation time did not result in any detectable change in the dark fraction, suggesting that most dark qdots remain dark. In summary, by CFCA, we estimated the bright fraction of the Qdot525-SAv sample (QY ϭ 0.57) to be 56 Ϯ 6%.
During the Ϸ1-ms dwell time in water, only 14% of bright qdots were found to be blinking, and no on3off3on cycles were found (Table 1) , which might be why blinking was not observed in FCS correlation spectra in a previous study (9) . During the Ϸ10-ms dwell time in 36% glycerol, 35% of bright qdots were found to be blinking, suggesting that freely diffusing qdots are still blinking in solution but that their detection requires longer dwell time. Among those blinking qdots, the distribution of on͞off duration shows a decreasing probability at longer times (Fig. 3e) , qualitatively the same as qdot blinking statistics on supporting surfaces (20, 29) .
Bright Fraction Measured by Two-Photon Cross-Correlation FCS
Agrees with CFCA Results. The observation of fluorescent bursts from individual qdots requires extremely low concentration (Ϸ0.2 nM), resulting in a small sample population. To sample more qdots in solution, we increased qdot concentration 50-fold to 10 nM and performed two-photon cross-correlation FCS to measure average numbers of bright qdots and dark qdots inside the focal volume. The average number of fluorescent particles inside the focal volume is equal to the reciprocal of the zero-time autocorrelation amplitude G(0) (30) ; therefore, the bright qdot number (green particles) is found by G(0) in the green channel (G(0) green ), and the total qdot number (red particles) is found by G(0) in the red channel (G(0) red ). The fluorescence crosscorrelation function measures coincident fluctuations in both channels in case of binding of the two species with distinct colors (26, 31) . The cross-correlation amplitude (G(0) cross ) is the time-averaged intensity fluctuation product ͗I(t) green I(t) red ͘ divided by the product of the average intensities in the two channels, ͗I(t) green ͗͘I(t) red ͘. In our experiments, coincident fluctuations occur only when bright qdots (green) with red dye labels diffuse through the focal volume, and, therefore, G(0) cross should be the reciprocal of the red particle number in the focal volume and equal to G(0) red . Using two-photon cross-correlation FCS of Qdot525-SAvAlexa Fluor 594 conjugates, G(0) green was found to be higher than G(0) red and G(0) cross, supporting the existence of a dark fraction (Fig. 4a) . G(0) cross between Qdot525-SAv (without dye) and free Alexa Fluor 594-UTP is very close to zero (Fig. 4a Inset), indicating that the cross-correlation amplitude caused by spectral bleed-through is negligible. In this case, the bright fraction can theoretically be measured by either G(0) cross ͞ G(0) green or G(0) red ͞G(0) green . We conjugated qdots to Alexa Fluor 594 with various loading ratios, expecting to find the same bright fraction, as determined by these two ratios. However, the bright fractions calculated from G(0) red ͞G(0) green were found to decrease slightly as the loading ratios increased, leading to reduced bright fractions, but the bright fractions calculated from G(0) cross ͞G(0) green were relatively constant (Fig. 4b) . These differences are likely to be due to the inhomogeneous dye brightness ratio among the labeled bright dots. Therefore, we concluded that G(0) cross ͞G(0) green is the best measure of the bright fraction and used this ratio for the studies below. We calculated the bright fraction of Qdot525-SAv to be 50 Ϯ 5%, which is similar to the results obtained from CFCA of 56 Ϯ 6%.
Correlation Between Bright Fraction and the Ensemble QY. The ensemble fluorescence QY of a given sample is the ratio of the number of fluorescence photons emitted to the excitation photons absorbed. The QY is a measure of the brightness of the bulk fluorophore sample. Because of the dot-to-dot heterogeneity observed above (Fig. 3) , it is obvious that the ensemble QY of a qdot sample depends not only on single-dot brightness but also on the average bright fraction. We compared the molecular brightness and bright fraction of two Qdot655-SAv samples from different production lots with very similar emission spectra (Figs.  5 a and b and 7) but very different QYs (0.3 and 0.8, respectively) . The bright fractions of the low-QY (0.3) sample and the high-QY (0.8) sample were found to be 23 Ϯ 3% and 71 Ϯ 4%, respectively (Fig. 5c) . However, CPDs (measured by FCS under 900-nm excitation) were found to be similar between the two unlabeled samples (Fig. 5d) . These findings suggest that the intrinsic quantum efficiency of bright qdots is near 1 and that the relative proportion of bright and dark qdots determines the effective bulk QY of the sample. Similar CPDs and action cross sections were found when comparing two Qdot605 samples (QY ϭ 0.67 and 0.97; Fig. 7 ). Our findings were also corroborated by a recent report that the fluorescence quantum efficiency of a single bright qdot is 98%, on average (32). Finally, our study strongly suggests that the qdots in sample QY ϭ 0.97 do have a bright fraction close to unity, which makes them ideal for use in applications requiring consistent labeling of individual targets.
The fluorescence lifetimes were found to correlate with ensemble QYs in both sample pairs ( Fig. 5d ; see also Table 2 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site); therefore, the dark qdots may be characterized as qdots with very short fluorescence lifetimes due to nonradiative transitions to the ground states that yield extremely low quantum efficiency. A recent study showed that individual qdots at different emission intensities have different lifetimes (18) . Thus, lifetime measurements of individual qdots are needed to address the heterogeneity of QYs within various samples.
Blinking On-Time and Off-Time Distributions Follow Power Laws.
Because of limited dwell time, the on͞off distributions of freely diffusing qdots in solution (Fig. 3e ) cannot be quantitatively compared with the blinking statistics of qdots immobilized on surfaces. To study qdot blinking behavior throughout extended timescales, we embedded unlabeled qdots in dilute agarose gel and recorded wide-field image series of populations of individual qdots (see Movie 1, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). This method has been used in singlemolecule studies to confine translational diffusion in an aqueous environment while still allowing free rotation (25) . Some blinking was found for every imaged qdot (see Fig. 6a for a representative trace), which suggests the universal blinking behavior of qdots, even in an aqueous environment.
The on-and off-time probability distributions ⌽(t on ) and ⌽(t off ) follow a power law form ⌽(t) ϰ t Ϫ(1ϩ) , where Ϸ 0.7 is observed over three orders of magnitude for gel-localized qdots (from 10 Ϫ1 s to 10 2 s; Fig. 6 b and c) . Fourier transform of this form to frequency-dependent noise spectra yields
with Ϸ 0.7 as in ⌽(T), which resembles previous data on ensemble qdots in solution and single qdots on surfaces (33) .
Blinking Varies with Environments and Samples. On distributions decreased significantly and off distributions increased slightly for surface-supported qdots relative to gel-localized qdots ( Fig. 6 b and c) . This result confirms that surface adherence might increase dark time due to blinking and supports the need to study blinking behavior in solution. The surface effect might vary with differing samples and surfaces, and it could be complicated by the statistical nature of qdot blinking (34) . However, our observations represent the typical timescale (0.1 s to Ϸ10 min) of most single-molecule imaging experiments and should be relevant to biological research using f luorescence from individual qdots. The total on-time fraction of each qdot significantly increases during approximately the first 5 min after application of known blinking-reducing agents at high concentration (i.e., 100 mM; data not shown), such as DTT or 2-mercaptoethanol (22) . Confirming the timedistribution analysis, a higher percentage of gel-localized qdots was found to have long on-time fractions (Ͼ60%) compared with surface-supported qdots (Fig. 6d) .
The small difference between the on-time fraction (Fig. 6e ) of gel-localized Qdot655-SAv (QY ϭ 0.8) and gel-localized Qdot655-SAv (QY ϭ 0.3) cannot account for the QY difference, confirming our findings that the ensemble measurements of QY arise primarily from the properties of the bright fraction of the population as distinct from their blinking. The highest on-time fraction we found (70% during 5 min of continuous illumination) was from the Qdot605 (QY ϭ 0.97) sample (Fig. 6e) . Intriguingly, blinking in this QY Ϸ 1 sample may imply a difference in optical absorption properties during on and off states, which conserves the high QY Ϸ 1 even in the presence of Ϸ30% average off time.
Conclusions
Our study has provided direct measures of blinking and dark fractions of water-soluble qdots in aqueous solution. We used complementary methods, including CFCA and two-photon cross-correlation FCS on the qdot-dye conjugate freely diffusing in solution and wide-field epifluorescence imaging of unlabeled, gel-localized but locally mobile qdots. Various synthesizing methods have been developed to make bioapplicable nanoparticles, including qdots (2, 35) , and our techniques should be useful for studying the photophysical properties of all types of nanoparticles at the single-particle level.
For the qdot samples that we have examined, blinking was found on both freely diffusing qdots and on gel-localized qdots at timescales from milliseconds to hundreds of seconds. The brightness of qdots can be characterized in two distinct but complementary ways: (i) the mean intrinsic brightness of single qdots in the ''on'' state can be measured by action cross sections or CPDs and (ii) the bright fraction of the dot population that is capable of absorbing excitation light can be conveniently estimated from the ensemble QY. As expected, the very best batch has both the highest ensemble QY (0.97) and the highest on-time fraction (70% under our illumination conditions).
As additional applications of qdots are developed, it may be desirable to specify particular properties that are needed for certain experiments, such as qdots with minimal blinking for single-particle tracking, qdots with minimal dark fraction for correlative electron and optical microscopy, or qdots with small effective size for live cell imaging of protein dynamics. Taking advantage of the spectroscopic features that are unique to qdots, one can design experiments that were not possible with preexisting organic fluorophores (36) .
